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Abstract—A decentralized paradigm has several advantages
over centralized paradigm which offers quick, robust and self-
reliable system operations. Hence, this paper proposes a novel ap-
proach towards decentralized load flow solution of power system.
Agent based concept is used to realize the proposed framework
which uses DC load flow calculations. A single Bus Agent
(BA) is designed which incorporates two behaviours, i.e. gauss
elimination behaviour and backward substitution behaviour.
The agents communicate with neighbouring agents as per the
designed behaviour and utilize the local knowledge to compute
their own voltage angle without having global information of rest
of the network. The proposed framework is designed in JAVA
using JADE package and corresponding simulation is done on
IEEE 30 bus system to show its feasibility, implementability and
robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Load flow studies are of great importance in the field of
power system. It is a fundamental tool required for solving
various system related calculations such as unit commitment,
economic load dispatch and system expansion planning. [1],
[2]. Different methods of load flow have been reported in
literature since its inception, i.e. Gauss-Seidel [3], Newton
Raphson [4] and fast decoupled load flow [5].

Gauss-Seidel method, developed in the earliest stage, has
poor convergence characteristics and requires large number
of iterations. Later, Newton Raphson (NR) method was in-
troduced to improve convergence problem with less number
of iterations. This method was widely used by industry to
solve large scale Jacobian matrix corresponding to power
system. As the size of the system increases drastically, the
NR method started to lose ability to converge fast. It was
then the Fast Decoupled Load Flow method was introduced,
considering the decoupling characteristic between active power
with voltage, and reactive power with angle. The method was
able to provide accurate results with fast convergence. FDLF
was further simplified by adding certain approximations to the
system, that generally hold true for a large power network.
This simplification lead to the formulation of DC load flow,
which is non iterative, fast and provide approximate load flow
solution in no time. This method further became popular and
is vastly used for system analysis and optimization [6].

Currently, load flow study is carried out in centralized
paradigm, where a central authority has hold on entire system

data and perform calculations at single place. However, with
growing system size, the data and calculations associated with
power system has become quite complex. Moreover, in the
event of any addition of a system component, an update in
centralized system is required, which becomes much hefty
and tedious task with large number of component addition.
Further, the centralized systems are more often prone to single
point failure, where if a single component fails in the system,
the entire system fails. This induces unreliability in system
calculations which is of prime concern for smooth and reliable
grid operations.

To address the above difficulties, a paradigm shift from
centralized to decentralized environment is essential. A decen-
tralised system is a system in which lower level components
operate on local information to accomplish global goals.
These system are capable of handling system by reducing
engineering complexities that arise due to large and increasing
system size. Decentralization reduces a burden on central
entity and lower down the communication saturation across
all communicating links in the system. This enhances the
decision making process, making system fast, efficient and
robust. Decentralization also eliminates single point failure in
system which is done by replication of agents that provide the
services of failed system component [7], [8].

Keeping this in view, this paper aims to provide DC load
flow solution for power system in decentralized paradigm.
Since, AC load flow solution in decentralized environment
would require complex calculations based on optimization of
each agent’s objective, it would become cumbersome to reach
towards final solution. Hence, DC load flow is considered for
solution which provide accurate result in large transmission
system. To realise the proposed concept, MAS (Multi Agent
System) concept is applied as it is best suited for decentralized
systems [9], [10]. For this purpose, a single agent known
as Bus Agent (BA) is designed. The agents are placed on
system buses and cooperate among themselves to find their
own voltage angle. DC load flow method is used by BA
and corresponding to which, gauss elimination and backward
substitution behaviours are employed to find the solution. The
designing and working of BA is described in the upcoming
sections.

The proposed framework is only a fundamental tool in
developing smart system for decentralized grid operations. It978-1-4799-5141-3/14/$31.00 c© 2016 IEEE



provides localized solution which can applied for several local
grid operation like, series and shunt compensation, power flow
control, stability analysis, etc., which are subject to further
research.

II. DC LOAD FLOW MODEL

A DC load flow model is linearised version of decoupled AC
load flow model [5]. Certain approximations, that generally
hold true for power network are considered for this linearisa-
tion:

• Bus voltages are 1 pu
• Series resistances and shunt admittances are negligible
• Reactive power ignored
The approximation when fitted on FDLF will result in (1),

which is known as DC load flow equation.

BΘ = Pinj (1)

B is nodal admittance matrix, Θ is the voltage angle vector
and Pinj is the net nodal power injection vector. For a network
with n+ 1 buses, matrix B is of the sized n x n. Slack bus is
eliminated from calculation so as to remove the singularity of
matrix B. Slack bus voltage angle is treated as reference and is
set to zero. Each row in matrix B corresponds to a single bus in
the system, where non-diagonal elements are the susceptances
of feeders connected to that bus and diagonal elements are
the negative of the summation of all susceptances of feeders
connected to that bus.

Equation (1) is set of non-homogeneous equation and is of
the form

Ax = b (2)

Where A, x and b are matrix of n x n, n x 1 and n x 1,
respectively. Equation (2) can be re-written as:

a1,1 a1,2 . . . a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 . . . a2,n
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
an,1 an,2 . . . an,n



x1

x2

. .
xn

 =


b1
b2
. .
bn

 (3)

The solution of the above equation can be obtain using gauss
elimination method where matrix A is augmented to form a
upper triangular matrix as

A =


a1,1 a1,2 a1,3 . . . a1,n

0 a2,2 a2,3 . . . a2,n
0 0 a3,3 . . . a3,n

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . an,n

 (4)

and using backward substitution, the values of x can be
calculated one by one. In present centralized system, the
calculation is performed at single place, i.e. central system
operator. All the bus and line related measurement are recorded
and conveyed to the central operator and are stored there for
load flow analysis.

III. AGENT BASED DECENTRALIZED LOAD FLOW
CONCEPT

An agent is described as “a software (and/or hardware)
entity that is situated in an environment and is able to
autonomously react to changes in that environment” [9]. The
environment can be anything external to an agent. An agent
must exist in an environment in order to observe and modify it.
The environment in the context of a power system is the power
system itself, where an agent can observe system by means
of electrical and mechanical sensors and is able to control the
state variables.

An agent is an intelligent agent, when situated in an environ-
ment, can act autonomously towards environmental changes.
Autonomy often refers the initiation of actions by itself when
needed due to change in environment. A system of two or
more than two intelligent agents refers to the Multi Agent
System (MAS) [10]. MAS has already found its applications
in various decentralized power system operations [11]- [13].

Fig. 1. Test system to show the Bus Agent (BA) placement on power system

In the proposed concept, a single Bus Agent (BA) is
designed that handles all load flow related calculations. The
BAs are placed on all system buses thereby making MAS
architecture to resemble gird topology as shown in Fig. 1.
The BAs are named numerically in serial order, for e.g.
1,2,3 and so on. The numbering is done in such way that
the consecutively numbered buses are connected physically
through feeder/ transmission line. In this way, the BA can
communicate with all neighbouring BAs.

The agent internal architecture for the proposed concept is
depicted in Fig. 2. The transmission system is the environment
that agent has to observe. The agents are placed on the the
buses of distribution network, next to the electrical sensors
(like CT, PT, power measurements), which provides bus data
and line data of the connecting feeder to that bus. The
agent internal architecture comprises of storage module for
sensed data, communication module to communicate with
other agents located on different buses and a computational
module to perform agent behaviours. The agent’s role is
to coordinate with neighbouring agents and execute their
behaviours to achieve their localized goal, which is to compute
their share of load flow solution.

To enable BA to calculate its voltage angle, it has to posses
local bus and network information. This includes net injected
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Fig. 2. Single agent architecture for the proposed framework

power in the bus, connecting feeder information (resistance,
reactance), bus type (Slack / PV / PQ), bus count (Starting /
intermediate / end bus). Hence, a BA’s knowledge is limited
to the single row of matrix A and b corresponding to the bus
on which it is residing. For any ith BA, bi represent its the
net real power injection and ai,j ,∀j : 1, 2, ..n represents the
admittance of feeder connection ith bus to jth bus. So, for any
BAi, the available information in the form of vector looks like
the below, which represents a row of matrix A and b.

BAi → [ai,1ai,2ai,3.....ai,n][bi] (5)

The BA employs two behaviours, first is gauss elimination
behaviour and second is backward substitution [14] behaviour
to obtain voltage angles and are described below:

A. Gauss Elimination Behaviour

Fig. 3. Communication flow for Gauss elimination Behaviour on test system

This behaviour carries out Gaussian elimination on the BA’s
information vector. The communication in this behaviour is

directed from bus i to i+1 (i.e. from 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and so
on) and is always initiated by bus 1 as shown in Fig. 3. The
communication terminates when nth bus is reached.
BAi receives message from BAi−1 which constitute of a

multiplier matrix m of size i− 1 x n+ 1. The last element in
all rows m is the multiplier for updating bi. Upon receiving
this message, BAi calculates the augmented row elements of
its own by equation.

ai,k = ai,k−ai,j∗mj,k ∀k ∈ 1, 2, ..n ∀j ∈ 1, 2, ..i−1 (6)

bi = bi− ai,j ∗mj,n+1 ∀j ∈ 1, 2, ..i− 1 (7)

After this, the multiplier row corresponding to this bus is
calculated as

mj,k = ai,k/ai,i ∀j ∈ j = i ∀k ∈ 1, 2, ..n (8)

This multiplier row is added to the received multiplier
matrix m. The updated multiplier will now have dimensions of
i x n+ 1. This matrix is then send to BAi+1. This behaviour
will update its information vector such that, all the elements
before ai,i will become zero and post that elements, the value
will be updates as per equations.

In case of BA1 only multipliers are no elimination is
performed and multipliers are calculated and sent.

The corresponding algorithm for this behaviour is stated
below:

while Message received from BAi−1 do
if BAi = BA1 then

Equation (8)
else

Equation (6) ;
Equation (7) ;
Equation (8) ;

end
if BAi = BAn then

Start backward substitution behaviour ;
Equation (9) ;
Send updated message to BAi−1;

else
send multiplier vector to BAi+1 ;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Gauss elimination behaviour for BAi

B. Backward Substitution Behaviour

Once, the gauss elimination behaviour is terminated at nth

bus, the backward substitution is initiated. A variable (bus
angle) associated with each BA and is calculated using this
behaviour. The communication in this behaviour is directed
from i to i − 1 (i.e. from 4 to 3, from 3 to 2 and so on) as
shown in Fig. 4.
BAi receives message from BAi+1 and constitute the

vector of calculated voltage angle x of buses from bus i+1



Fig. 4. Communication flow for backward substitution behaviour on test
system

to n. Using this information BAi calculates it own voltage
angle using below equation

xi = (bi −
∑

(ai,j ∗ xj))/ai,i ∀j ∈ i + 1, i + 2, .., n (9)

The calculated voltage angle is added to x and send further
to BAi−1. If the behaviour reaches BA1 and the behaviour is
terminated and result is published.

The corresponding algorithm of this behaviour is presented
below:

while Message received from BAi+1 do
Equation (9) ;
Send updated message to BAi−1 ;
if BAi = BA1 then

End behaviour ;
Publish solution ;

end
end
Algorithm 2: Backward substitution behaviour for BAi

IV. CASE STUDY

In order to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness,
the proposed framework is employed on IEEE 30 bus system
shown in Fig. 5. The BA (Bus Agent) is designed using JADE
package in JAVA environment. The framework is simulated on
intel core i7 c© processor, 1.7Ghz speed. Table I and II shows
line and bus data for IEEE 30 bus system. All quantities are
in pu.

For simulation on IEEE 30 bus system, 30 BAs are initial-
ized, each representing one bus in the system. Bus 1 (BA1) and
Bus 30 (BA30) are starting and ending bus, respectively. In the
initialization phase, BA information vector is formed by the
reactance values shown in Table I. The values are converted
into suscpetances and filled at the appropriate position in the
information vector that corresponds to the rows of matrix
B (susceptance matrix). Once all BAs are initialized, gauss
elimination behaviour is initialized by BA1. Since, Bus 1
is slack bus, it does not participate in angle calculation to
avoid singularity. Fig. 6. shows the sniffer agent results for
this simulation. The blocks represents the all 30 BAs and

 

Fig. 5. IEEE 30 bus system

TABLE I
LINE DATA

From
bus To bus line

reactance
From
bus To bus line

reactance
1 2 0.0575 15 18 0.2185
1 3 0.1652 18 19 0.1292
2 4 0.1737 19 20 0.0680
3 4 0.0379 10 20 0.2090
2 5 0.1983 10 17 0.0845
2 6 0.1763 10 21 0.0749
4 6 0.0414 10 22 0.1499
5 7 0.1160 21 22 0.0236
6 7 0.0820 15 23 0.2020
6 8 0.0420 22 24 0.1790
6 9 0.2080 23 24 0.2700
6 10 0.5560 24 25 0.3292
9 11 0.2080 25 26 0.3800
9 10 0.1100 25 27 0.2087
4 12 0.2560 28 27 0.3960
12 13 0.1400 27 29 0.4153
12 14 0.2559 27 30 0.6027
12 15 0.1304 29 30 0.4533
12 16 0.1987 8 28 0.2000
14 15 0.1997 6 28 0.0599
16 17 0.1923

the arrows represents the direction of communication. One
communication equivalent to one event. In gauss elimination
behaviour, the communication is directed from BA1 to BA2
and so on, till BA30. The message content of the communi-
cation in this behaviour is the multiplier matrix.

The behaviour terminates at BA 30, and backward substi-
tution behaviour is then initiated in reverse direction. This
behaviour BA calculates their own voltage angle and pass
cumulative information to the next BA. The behaviour is



Fig. 6. Sniffer agent result for communication mapping of all BAs for two behaviours

TABLE II
BUS DATA

Bus Power
(pu) Bus Power

(pu) Bus Power
(pu)

1 1.3848 11 0 21 -0.175
2 0.273 12 -0.112 22 0
3 -0.024 13 0 23 -0.032
4 -0.076 14 -0.062 24 -0.087
5 -0.942 15 -0.082 25 0
6 0 16 -0.035 26 -0.035
7 -0.228 17 -0.09 27 0
8 -0.3 18 -0.032 28 0
9 0 19 -0.095 29 -0.024
10 -0.058 20 -0.022 30 -0.106

terminated at BA 1. The total number of communication or
the messages exchanged among BAs are 58 (29 for each
behaviour) in this case.

Table III provides the individual BA’s voltage angle. BA1
voltage angle is zero, as it is reference bus. The rest of the
voltage angles corresponds to the power flow solution of the
system, where power flows from higher voltage angle to lower
voltage angle.

The proposed system is in decentralized nature, which
means that BA coordinate only with local BA without knowing
global information on network. The results published by BA
are only known by BA themselves and not to other BAs. This

TABLE III
VOLTAGE ANGLE AT ALL BUS AGENTS (BA)

Agent Angle Agent Angle Agent Angle
BA1 0 BA11 -0.1144 BA21 -0.1838
BA2 -0.0502 BA12 -0.1216 BA22 -0.1837
BA3 -0.085 BA13 -0.1431 BA23 -0.1872
BA4 -0.1019 BA14 -0.1776 BA24 -0.1915
BA5 -0.1578 BA15 -0.1797 BA25 -0.1898
BA6 -0.1174 BA16 -0.1729 BA26 -0.1966
BA7 -0.1429 BA17 -0.1786 BA27 -0.1844
BA8 -0.1177 BA18 -0.1900 BA28 -0.1243
BA9 -0.1450 BA19 -0.1929 BA29 -0.2043
BA10 -0.1761 BA20 -0.1896 BA30 -0.2185

will enable the BAs to locally govern various system related
exercises like, operation of FACTs devices, power flow control,
stability analysis, etc., which are subject to future research.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes agent based decentralized framework to
compute load flow for power system. The solution methodol-
ogy uses DC load flow method which is being solved by gauss
elimination and backward substitution. To implement this, BA
(Bus Agents) are designed to incorporate two behaviours that
assist in computation of their voltage angle. Simulation is done
by initializing 30 BAs corresponding to IEEE 30 bus system.
The results indicate towards the feasibility, implementability of



the proposed approach. The proposed work is oriented towards
developing a fundamental tool for decentralized load flow
computation. The utilization of this tool to solve various other
system related operations has to be explored in future research
work to design a automated, self-sufficient and decentralized
smart grid which is the need of the hour.
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